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1 … The  entrance  portal.  It  winks  out  of  existence  once  all 
characters have entered the vault and can not be reactivated.
2 … The  red  portal.  This  portal  is  only active  when  the  red 
switch on Platform D is activated and the red gem glows a rich 
ruby red.
3 … The green portal. This portal is only active when the green 
switch on Platform B is activated and the green gem glows a rich 
emerald green. This is the only portal active as the party enters 
the vault.
4  … The blue portals. These portals are only active when the 
blue switch on Platform C is activated and the blue gem glows a 
rich sapphire blue.
5 … The Cyan portal. This portal is only active when both the 
switches on platform B and C are deactivated.
6 … The Magenta portal. This portal is only active when both 
the switches on platform D and C are deactivated.
7 … The Yellow portal. This portal is only active when both the 
switches on platform B and D are deactivated.
8 … The exit portal. The only way out of the shielded Vault. This 
portal  of  ominous  black  fog  is  only  active  when  all  three 
switches on the Platforms B, C and D are active.

A …Upon entering the Vault the heroes land on this platform. At 
the start only the green portal from here to platform B is active. 
It is otherwise nondescript.
B … At the center of this platform sits a pedestal crowned by 
what  looks  like  a  large  emerald.  At  the  start  it  is  slightly 
depressed and glows a rich green.
C … At the center of this platform sits a pedestal crowned by 
what looks like a large sapphire.
D … At the center of this platform sits a pedestal crowned by 

what looks like a large ruby.
E … On a massive stone altar rests a book bound in leather and 
steel. It shows the first reader the true name of any one person 
and all there is to know about that individual.
F … Another seemingly empty platform. One of its three portals 
is the only exit from the vault.

Many reasons could drive an adventurer to search for 
the  infamous  book  of  true  names.   Many  rumors 
surround it but only few facts are know.

Still you managed to find the vault where this fabled 
text  has  been  hidden.  Amidst  a  vast  nothingness  so 
empty it hurts the eyes the portal has deposited you on 
a simple platform of stone fenced in  by a rusty iron 
fence and a few other portal arches. 

One of these portals is broken while another is filled by 
a  warm and  welcoming green  glow and  the  third  is 
empty. Just then the portal that lead you here, the fourth 
on this platform, winks out behind you.

A short  distance  away you  can  see  five  more  stone 
platforms similar to the one you stand on. On three you 
can  make  out  pedestals  crowned  by large  gems.  On 
another platform you see a stone altar, a large leather 
and steel bound book resting on it. One of the gems, on 
a platform with another green glowing portal glows in a 
rich green color itself.

Could this really be the fabled book of true names?
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